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(On his assessment of the offensive line after the game against the Chicago Bears) 
"Today allowed us a great opportunity to watch film and study technique and study our plan and our 
approach. If you asked a guy individually, I guarantee they'd tell you, 'We learned a lot coming out of that 
game.' I think it's going to help us in the long run. It's going to make us stronger. It's going to make us play 
better in these games to come." 
 
(On the things he learned the most from the game against the Bears) 
"I think what you learned is, when adversity hits at times, to go back to your fundamentals and techniques 
and not try to do something that's out of the ordinary. Any time you get in a big game, it always comes back 
to staying calm and understanding exactly what you want to get done." 
 
(On what he likes most about bringing back OL Jamil Demby) 
"(OL) Jamil (Demby) was a player that we drafted and we had high hopes for. Detroit (Lions) stole him from 
us and we got him back, so we're excited to have him." 
 
(On what Demby was doing well in preseason) 
"Jamil was showing the ability to play four spots – playing both guards, both tackles. He's got a ways to go 
as far as being ready to really be game ready. But, at the same time, he's got a lot of size and potential and 
athleticism that's going to allow him to be a good lineman someday." 
 
(On if G Rodger Saffold III is on pace to be a Pro Bowler and what the challenge is for offensive 
linemen to stand out and earn votes for the Pro Bowl) 
"I think a lot of times, offensive line get credit for good running games, good protections. Although the last 
game wasn't the result that we wanted statistically or by win-loss, over the span of the entire year, it has 
been a great year for those five. We do have rushing touchdowns. They have blocked successfully. They 
have kept guys off the quarterback to lead in a lot of the total offense. So, our offense is still really strong. 
We feel really good about it and we feel really good about the line." 
 
(On the specific challenges it brings to him when the team uses 11-personnel) 
"Well, the thing you'll notice in our running game is that we use our receivers as blockers – whether they're 
blocking in between the tackles or on the exterior or part of the play. So, those guys are like fullbacks to us 
and they're also blocking the perimeter, like a lot of guys. Does it create a challenge? I don't think so. It 
creates opportunity for us to have more speed, more talent – best players on the field." 
 
(On if he feels like running 11-personnel gives him and the Rams certain advantages) 
"Defensively, you can only do so much. We have such variety of short passes, long passes, play-action 
passes, screens, runs and when we get all that going, that's a challenge to any defense. I think that gives 
us the advantage of having more speed on the field by having those three receivers." 
 
(On how C Brian Allen and T Joseph Noteboom did against the Bears and if that was an example of 
what he was trying to develop with them being able to step in) 



"It was a good example and neither of them flinched. They both went in and were successful in their blocks. 
They didn't have to stay in long, but they did get three to five plays that, I would say, they graded out all 
pluses on those plays that they were in. They did a nice job. For Joe Noteboom to be able to go in there 
and play guard or tackle – any of those four spots and Brian Allen to be able to jump in at center at any 
time, really says a lot about their preparation and how they work throughout to be ready for that situation." 
 
(On him being with the Buffalo Bills when WR Robert Woods was there and what he knew about 
Woods and what he liked about him and what he told Head Coach Sean McVay about signing 
Woods) 
"What a benefit it was that I could lend that information, because (WR) Robert (Woods) was such a hard 
worker in Buffalo and you could see the ability that he had in all the different things. You see it now where 
we use him to run the ball. We throw the ball to him. We throw screens to him. He blocks. He did the same 
thing in Buffalo, but just didn't get the notoriety that he does here in L.A. He's such a smart player. He's all 
the things you want in a wide receiver – he's tough, he can run, he can catch, he's willing to do anything – 
you see him pass protect on a regular basis when he's blocking defensive ends and things on pass plays 
and getting other guys open. So, he's selfless and you can't say enough good things about him. I just had 
the opportunity to be with him prior to him coming here." 
 
(On if the Rams are planning to rest any of their linemen before the playoffs) 
"As we sit here, I don't believe that's the plan. As we go week-to-week, I'm sure we'll make that decision as 
a staff and through Coach McVay. But as we sit here, no, just continue on the pace that we're on." 
 
 
 


